Abstract. In this article, an uniform discretization of stochastic integrals , 1), for a large class of convex functions f is considered. In [1], Statistics & Decisions, 27, 129-143 , for any convex function f , the almost sure convergence of uniform discretization to such stochastic integral is proved. Here we prove L r -convergence of uniform discretization to stochastic integral. In addition, we obtain a rate of convergence. It turns out that the rate of convergence can be brought as closely as possible to H − 1 2
Introduction
It is well-known that fractional Brownian motion B = {B t } t∈ [0, 1] , with Hurst parameter H = 1 2 is neither a semimartingale nor a Markov process. Therefore, according to Bichteler-Dellacherie theorem, the classical Ito stochastic integration theory cannot be used to define a stochastic integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion. In last decade, many authors studied different possible ways to define stochastic integrals with respect to fractional Brownian motion. Essentially two different types of integrals can be defined:
• The pathwise Riemann-Stieltjes integral 1 0 u t dB t exists if the integrand stochastic process u = {u t } t∈ [0, 1] has Hölder continuous sample paths of order α > 1 − H, as a result of Young integration theory [11] . Zähle [12] extended this integral using the fractional integration by part formula, to some stochastic processes having some fractional smoothness.
• The Skorokhod integral ( or divergence integral )with respect to fractional Brownian motion. This integral is defined as adjoint operator of the Malliavin derivative. It is known that for enough regular stochastic processes, the difference of this integral with corresponding pathwise Riemann-Stieltjes integral can be explained with Malliavin trace operator. For more details see [7] .
In [2] , the authors studied the problem of finding a discrete approximation of the stochastic integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion defined as divergence. They provide a discrete approximation of stochastic integrals of divergence type by means of the resolutions of the Fock space associated to fractional Brownian motion B.
The aim of this paper is to study in more details convergence of the uniform discretization of pathwise stochastic integrals
where f : IR → IR is a convex function. In [1] , it is shown that such integrals can be understood in the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral sense. Moreover, the authors considered the uniform discretization
They proved that S n converges to stochastic integral S almost surely as n tends to infinity. Note that, from financial application point of view, it is convenient to take the left hand points
n in the definition of S n . In stochastic finance the discretization S n can be interpreted as total losses or gains of the discretized delta hedging strategy (see [1] ).
In this paper, we show that with some fine and detailed analysis one can prove L r -convergence too, i.e.
as n tends to infinity for some range of r ≥ 1 and a large class of convex functions. To obtain such result, we use integration theory known as the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integration theory, introduced by Zähle [12] , and developed by Nualart-Rascanu in [8] together with Lemma 3.2. Moreover, we obtain a rate of convergence:
for sufficiently small ǫ and C is a constant independent of n.
The paper is organized as follows. In the section 2, we state our main result. Section 3 contains all auxiliary facts which we need to prove our main result. The section 4 is devoted to the proofs.
Main result
Throughout the paper, B = {B t } t∈[0,1] stands for a fractional Brownian motion on the interval [0, 1] with Hurst parameter H ∈ ( 1 2 , 1). Let f : IR → IR be a convex function, and denote by µ the positive Radon measure corresponding to its second derivative. Let p be a positive number such that
Define a function C : IR → IR by
We consider the following technical assumptions related to the measure µ:
(H 1 ) For p and C(a) given in 2.1 and 2.2, it holds
(H 2 ) For p and C(a) given in 2.1 and 2.2, it holds
In what follows, the stochastic integrals with respect to fractional Brownian motion are understood in the sense of the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals (see section 3 for more details). Now we can state our main theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let f : IR → IR be a convex function. Put
For every positive number β satisfying
there exists a constant C = C(H, β, r, p, f ) such that
Corollary 2.1. Let X = {X t } t∈[0,1] be a geometric fractional Brownian motion, i.e. X t = e Bt . Put
Let p and β be positive numbers such that (2.1) and (2.3) holds and let r ∈ [1, p). If the assumption (H 2 ) holds, then
There exists a constantC =C(H, β, r, p, f ) such that 
, the stochastic integral is understood in the sense of Itó integral. In this case, we consider the following assumption related to the measure µ:
Then, we obtain the following result:
be a standard Brownian motion and f : IR → IR be a convex function. Put
There exists a constant C = C(r, f ) such that
, n ≥ 1.
Remark 2.5. The rate n 
where T n and T are as in Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.6. To compare with the case of fractional Brownian motion, we see that the rate of convergence is better for fractional Brownian motion than for standard Brownian motion if H > . It is known that (see [3] ) the mixed Brownian-fractional Brownian motion X = W + B is a semimartingale, if H ∈ ( For smooth functions, using Itó isometry one can easily get the rate n 
Let r ≥ 1. Then there exists a constantĈ =Ĉ(f, r) such that
3. Auxiliary facts 3.1. Pathwise stochastic integration in fractional Besov-type spaces.
Since fractional Brownian motion in not a semimartingale, hence the stochastic integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion B must be defined. Using the smoothness of the sample paths of B, when H ∈ ( Definition 3.1. Fix 0 < β < 1.
Remark 3.1. The Besov spaces are closely related to the spaces of Hölder continuous functions. More precisely, for any 0 < ǫ < β ∧ (1 − β),
denotes Hölder continuous functions of order γ.
Recall that the trajectories of B belong to C γ ([0, T ]) almost surely for any T > 0 and any 0 < γ < H. This follows from the Kolmogorov continuity theorem. By remark 3.1, we obtain that the trajectories of B belong to W 
The corresponding right-sided fractional integral operator I β − is defined by 
) then the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives are defined using the Weyl representation as
For a detailed discussion, we refer to [9] . The following proposition clarifies the construction of the stochastic integrals. This approach is by Nualart and Rascanu.
exists, and we can define the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral by The next theorem can be used to study the continuity of the integral. 
Now we can state the existence of stochastic integral with respect to fractional Brownian motion in our main result. (ii) The following Ito formula
holds, where the stochastic integral is understood in the sense of the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
(iii) One can approximate the stochastic integral by Riemann-Stieltjes sums. More precisely,
3.2.
Some results related to fractional Brownian motion. The socalled Garsia-Rademich-Rumsey inequality provides basic inequalities on increments of continuous stochastic processes. Using this inequality, one can obtain the following lemma on the moments of supremum of fractional derivative of fractional Brownian motion. 
We continue with an useful estimate of a probability that fractional Brownian motion crosses a fixed level. It turns out that this is a main ingredient for the proof of the main theorem. Actually the following result is an improvement of the Lemma 4 (see [4] ) with a better constant in terms of the level a. The proof of the lemmas are given in Appendix A. We also use the following well-known estimate for the tail probability of standard normal random variable.
Lemma 3.4. Let Z be a standard normal random variable and fix a > 0. Then
2 .
Proofs
We start with the following simple lemma. It turns out that it provides enough good upper bound.
Lemma 4.1. Let n ≥ 2 and α ∈ (0, 1). Then
Proof of theorem 2.1. Throughout the proof all constants will be denoted by C, and their values may differ from line to line. Random constants will be denoted by C(ω). We prove the statement only for r = 1. The general case follows by similar arguments (see Remark 4.1). Note that
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, there exists a random variable C(ω, H, β) for which all the moments exists and
for every β ∈ (1 − H, 
where J n denotes the first term and I n the second term in the Besov norm · 2,β . The rest of the proof is split into three steps. We first prove the statement for a convex function f (x) = (x − a) + , where a ∈ IR. Next we prove the statement for convex functions for which the measure µ has compact support. Finally, we prove the result for convex functions for which the assumption (H 1 ) holds.
Step 1. The case f (x) = (x − a) + . Now we have
For the term J n , we use Minkowski inequality for integrals to obtain
In J n,1 , the probability can be estimated by one, if |a| ≤ 1, and by estimate 3.2 if |a| > 1. Hence the term J n,1 can be bounded as
For the term J n,2 , by symmetric property of fractional Brownian motion, it is sufficient to consider only the event {B t < a < B i−1 n }. Therefore, J n,2 can be bounded using Lemma 3.2 as
Together with lemma 4.1, this implies that
We proceed to study the term I n . We split the integral into several parts. Particularly, we consider the cases when s and t lie in the same interval and when they lie in different intervals. Note that when s ∈ j−1 n , j n and
Using Minkowski inequality for integrals, we have
We start with I n,3 . Note that it is enough to consider only the term H 1 (j, i).
The term H 2 (j, i) can be treated similarly. We have
Hence the term I n,3 can be bounded as
For the term I
n,3 , by using Lemma 3.2, we obtain
where for the last inequality, we have used Lemma 4.1. Next we consider the term I
(1) n, 3 . In this case, we have to study the case j = 1 separately. Let j = 1 in the term I (1) n,3 . Then, by proceeding as for J n,1 , we have
If j > 1, then by changing the order of two summations and tedious manipulation, one gets 
From this observation, we obtain
Hence, using Tonelli's theorem, Minkowski inequality for integrals and inequality (4.6) we obtain
and
Therefore, using step 1 we can conclude that there exists a constant C = C(H, β, p) such that
where C(a) is given by (2.2).
Step 3. The general case. Now take any convex function f which satisfies the assumption (H 1 ). For any k ∈ IN, define the measurable set Ω k by (4.8)
and auxiliary convex functions f k by
Denote by µ k the positive Radon measure associated to the second derivative of convex function f k . Then µ k has compact support contained in [−k, k]. Let S k and S k n stand for the stochastic integral and the uniform discretization as in main theorem corresponds to the convex function f k . Note that on the set Ω k , we have S k n = S n and S k = S almost surely. Hence, by monotone convergence theorem, we have
Applying step 2 and assumption (H 1 ) completes the proof.
Remark 4.1. The result for 1 < r < p follows with the same argument by choosing suitable parameters in Hölder inequality.
Proof of corollary 2.1. We prove the result for the function f (x) = (x − a) + with some positive constant a. For negative a, we have (X t − a) + = X t − a and the result is trivial. Moreover, the result for general convex function f satisfying the assumption (H 2 ) follows by same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Put Then it follows thatS n −S = 1 0 h X,a n (t)dB t .
A simple calculation gives us h X,a n (t) = X t h log a n (t)
where h a n (t) is given by 4.4. Hence for the first term J n , we obtain 1 0 |h X,a n (t)| t β dt ≤ X 1 0 |h log a n (t)| t β dt, where X = sup 0≤t≤1 X t . Moreover, all moments of X are finite (see [6] ). So we can replace C(ω, H, β) in the inequality (4.2) by a new random variablẽ C(ω, H, β) = C(ω, H, β)X. Hence the result follows by Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Next we consider the second term I n . Note that |h X,a n (t) − h X,a n (s)| ≤ |h log a n (t)||X t − X s | + |X s ||h log a n (t) − h log a n (t)|.
For the term |X s ||h log a n (t) − h log a n (t)|, we can proceed as for J n in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the term |h log a n (t)||X t − X s |, for any β ′ ∈ (0, H − β), using the Hölder continuity property of sample paths of X t , we obtain then we proceed as for I 1 and obtain the result. This completes the proof.
Proof of lemma 3.3. The result follows by the same arguments as in the proof of lemma 3.2 together with the fact that for standard Brownian motion we have R(s, s) = R(t, s) for s ≤ t.
